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COMPREHENSION 

Once upon a time there was a village called Ramnagar.It was quite a large 

village and it lay near a wide river.The land was rich and fertile ,and the people 
who lived there were happy and wealthy.They had no enemies and lived 

peacefully.They troubled no one and no one troubled them. 

Ten miles away from the village there was a town.One day the people of the 
town held a meeting.All the townsfolk gathered in the market place .The people 

of the town were going to discuss a new plan for a road.The road was going to 

be built between their town and another town,about twenty miles away.A large 
map of the area was brought and soon a route was worked out.The people 

decided how much they were going to spend on building the road. 

 

1.Read the passage given above and answer the questions  (3×2=6) 
a)Did the people of Ramnagar have any enemies? 

b)Why did the townsfolk gather in the market place? 

c)Where was the new road going to be built? 
 

2.Make sentences(1+1=2) 

in peace, dangerous 
 

3. Use will, is, was, are, were, has, had, or have as helping verbs in the 

sentences (4×1=4) 
a)You ___going to be late. 

b)The class ___making a lot of noise. 

c)I hope you ___packed all your things. 
d)We ___made up our minds to go out,when my aunt came to see us. 

 

4.Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the adjectives given in 

brackets(5×2=10) 
a)My bicycle is ___ than yours but ___than Varun's.(big,small) 

b)Treasure Island is the ___book that I have read till now.(exciting) 

c)Prateek is ___,but his father is ___than him.(honest) 
d)Praveen is the ___boy in the class.(intelligent) 

e)The Times of India is the ___newspaper in India.(popular) 

 
5.Complete the table (10×1=10) 

Positive ---- Comparative--- Superlative 

a)_____       more important    ______ 



b)_____          _______                  brightest 

c)heavy         _______                   ______ 
d)_____          _______              most difficult 

e)good          _______                    ______ 

 
6.Underline the adjective of quantity in each sentence (5×1=5) 

a)I gave him some books. 

b)There are many beaches in Goa. 

c)She drank a lot of water before lunch. 
d)There are several badminton players in India. 

e)Do you have any novel in your bag? 

 
7.Fill in the blanks with the correct possessive pronouns or 

possessive  adjectives.(4×1=4) 

a)Those flowers are ___.(her/hers) 
b)She is ___(mine/my)mother. 

c)The brown house is ___.(their/theirs) 

The white one is ___.(our/ours) 
 

8.Match the words in the two columns to make meaningful sentences.(9×1=9) 

a)Kohima       (1)are very tasty 

b)Ostriches    (2)likes to wash the car himself 
c)Many children   (3)love to eat carrots 

d)Pens and pencils  (4)flows into The Bay of Bengal 

e)People of many tribes  (5)are very big birds 
f)My father              (6)are afraid of lightning and thunder 

g)Rabbits                 (7) is the capital of Nagaland  

h)Kashmiri Apples   (8)are available at stationery shop 
i)The river Ganga    (9)live in Manipur and Mizoram 

 

9.Rearrange the words to make complete sentences .Remember to use proper 
punctuation marks and capital letters.(3×2=6) 

a)very/today/cold/it/is 

b)asia/is/largest/in/the/world/continent/the 

c)a/many/rainbow/in/colours/how/there/are 
 

10.Identify the subject and the predicate in these sentences.(4×1=4) 

a)The man loves riding a horse. 
b)Ronan loves his pet. 

c)The sun was shining brightly. 

d)Mohan likes to play cricket. 
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       Answer the following questions: 

1. Which details from the story show us that Hamid is very poor?  [4] 

2.  Why are the boys excited?      [3] 

3. Make sentences with the following words. [5x2=10] 

 a]flings   b ]comforts   c ]munch d ] wails  e ] buzzing 

 A NIGHT IN JUNE 

4. Write the poem ‘A Night in June’ with the poet’s name.  [11 marks] 

ANANSI AND FIVE 

5. Separate these  sentences  using semicolons and full stops. [Don’t forget to 

start each new sentence with a capital letter.]                      [3x2=6]                                                                             

a . the dog did not die it could not bark  

b . we like to swim everyday she does not  

c . he shot an arrow they just watched 

LEISURE 

6. Read the extract and answer the following questions: 

‘’No time to wait till her mouth can 

   Enrich that smile her eyes began.’’ 

a. Who or what is ‘her’ in these lines?                                [3] 

b. What should there be time for ?                                     [2] 

PIP MEETS A CONVICT 

     Answer the following questions: 

7. How do we know that the convict was cold and hungry ?        [3] 



8. Where and when did the convict want to meet him again ?   [3] 

PIPPI LONGSTOCKING 

     Answer the following questions: 

9.Which three countries did Pippi say she has been to?             [3] 

10. What was the name of Pippi’s house?       [2] 

11. Write the meanings of :     [5x2=10] 

 a. scurrying 

b. tombstone 

c. braided 

d. file 

e. nettles 
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1. Answer the following questions.  5x2=10 
a) Tick the numbers which are divisible by 9. 
2871,438,918,506 
b) Find the values of the following in index-notation form: 
i) 53  x 72 x 54 x 73 
ii) (76 x 73)÷74 
c) Find by the method of division , the H.C.F of 48,72,180. 
d) Find the L.C.M of 38,95,152,133 by repeated division method. 
e) Fill in the blanks: 

i) 
1

6
 = 

?

42
                ii)

4

5
 = 

16

?
 

 
 
2. Work out  2x1+3x2+5x3=23 

a) 
5

9
 x 10           b)

8

13
÷ 4           c)3

2

9
 x6                  d)4

2

7
÷ 1

1

14
             e)1－

9

18
 

 

f) 
3

8
 + 

5

12
              g)8

2

15
－3

3

10
            h)

11

14
 + 

5

7
－

20

21
             i)5

2

3
－4

3

4
 +1

1

6
 

 

j)Arrange 
1

6
 , 

2

15
 , 

1

8
  in ascending order. 

 
3. Solve the following problems.        5x3+1x2=17 

a) What is the total weight of 7 books, each of which weighs 
5

8
 kg? 

b) A stick 
7

8
 meter long is cut into 5 equal parts.How long is each part? 

c) How many kg of sweets will be required so that 8 boys get 
3

8
 kg each? 

d) A boy spends 
1

3
 of his pocket money on sweets and 

1

9
 on toys.What 

fraction of his money is left? 

e) Two towns are 3
5

8
 km apart. A petrol pump which is on the road 

between them is 2
1

6
 km from one town. How far is it from the other 

town? 
f) Find the largest number which is a common factor of 504 and 792. 
 



 
 
4.                                 Mental Maths   10x1=10 

a)8 sets of 8－3 sets of 11 =  
b) Add 51 four times =  
c) One number is 816, the other is 36 less. What is the number? 
d) How many twelves are there in 384?  
e) If 75 is added to 375 , what is the sum? 
f) 6 dozens + 3 scores =  

g) 13 tens－60 =  

h)  x 50=7000 
i) 80 cm + 120 cm =  m 
j) How many 25 p coins in ₹8 ?  
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A. Answer the following questions : 

1. Name the different kind of microbes and diseases caused by them. (4) 

2. Write four characteristics of synthetic fibres. (4) 

3. Why solid have a fixed shape but liquid does not? (3) 

4. Why is it said " prevention is better than cure" ? (2) 

5. Why salt gets dissolved in water ? (3) 

6. What should be done if a person get minor burns? (2) 

7. Write four ways to keep your teeth healthy. (4) 

8. What should be done if a person faints? (3) 

9. How can you store woolen clothes? (2) 

10. Write 6 ways to maintain safety at home. (3) 

 

B. Define the terms: (5×2=10) 

1) Solution 

2) First aid 

3) Plaque 

4) Solute 

5) Matter 

 

C) Write two difference between the following:(5×4 = 20) 

1) premolar teeth and molar teeth 

2) solid and gas 

3) virus and fungi 

4) temporary teeth and permanent teeth 

5) natural fibres and synthetic fibres. 
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১/ নন্দলাল কবিতাটি কবির নাম সহ মখুস্থ ললখ:8+2=10 

২/বনচের প্রশ্নগুবলর উত্তর দাও: 5×2=10 

ক) সুসং পরগনা লকানখাচন? 

পাহাব়ি নদীটির নাম বক? 

খ) হাজং কথার অথথ বক? 

োবিরা বক বদচত বগচ়ে ফবকর হ়ে? 

গ) গাচরাচদর ঘরগুবল লকমন? 

ঘ)"েন্দ্রবিন্দরু িযিহার"-গল্পটির ললখক এর নাম বক? ললখক এর উঠাচন বক গাছ বছল? 

ঙ) সু্কচলর লছচলরা কী অবিন়ে করচি? ললচখাচকর িনু্ধ ললখকচক বক খির বদচলন? 

 

৩/অথথ ললখ: 1×5=5 

স্বগথ 
পন্ডশ্রম 

লখ়োল 

বনরুচেশ 

তন্ম়ে 

 

৪/বিপরীত শব্দ ললখ: 1×5=5 

সুখ 

িাাঁধচলা 
লধাাঁ়োচে 

শহর 

স্বচদশ 

 

৫/পদ পবরিতথ ন কচরা: 1×5=5 

িনু্ধ 

ক্ষণ 

পাথর 

লমঘ 

লদশ 

 

৬/িাকয রেনা কচরা: 5×2=10 



অজগর 

ডানা লমচল 

ফসল 

লমঘ 

মজা 
 

               িযাকরণ 

 

৭/বিচশিয পদ কাচক িচল উদাহরণ বদচ়ে লিাঝাও: 2 

৮/বিচশিণ পদ কাচক িচল উদাহরণ বদচ়ে লিাঝাও: 2 

৯/লকানটি বক পদ ললখ: 1×5=5 

রিীন্দ্রনাথ 

নীল 

আমাচদর 

লহাোঃ লহাোঃ 
লখলচছ 

১০/ক) একিেন লথচক িহুিেন পবরিতথ ন কচরা: 1×3=3 

পাবখ 

বশক্ষক 

ছাত্র 

 

খ) িহুিেন লথচক এক িেচন পবরিতথ ন কচরা: 1×3=3 

অসংখয শ্রবমক 

তারাসমহূ 

বিস্তর কাজ 
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क) शब्दार्थ लिखो :- (8×2)=16 

1) इंद्रधनुषी                 5) उपाधध  

2)    ज्ञात                    6) सम्माननत  

3)   कुरूप                   7)   हरना   
4)    अटूट                    8)  ढिना  
         

 ख)विशेषण शब्दों में बदलिए :-(4×1)=4   

1) इंद्रधनुष           3) दरबार   
2)  िािच            4) जंगि  

 

ग) प्रश्नों के उत्तर दो :-   
1) जगदीश चंद्र बोस कौन रे् ?  हम उन्हें  क्यों याद करते  हैं ? (2+2)=4   

2) कमि के फूि कहा ंखखिते हैं ? (2marks)          3)घमंड का  फि पाठ से क्या लशक्षा लमिती है 

?(2marks)  

4) कवि ने इस कविता में ककन दो दीपों की चचाथ की है ?(2marks) 

 

घ)  समान अर्थ शब्द लिखो :-(2×1)=2marks 

1) विज्ञानी         2)   छात्र  

ङ) िाक्य बनाओ :- (3×2)= 6marks 

1) कूट-कूट कर  
2)  रूधच  

3) द:ुखखत      

( व्याकरण ) 

    

क)  वििोम शब्द  ककसे  कहते हैं ?(2marks) 

ख) राष्ट्रवपता  महात्मा गांधी के बारे में 10 िाईन   लिखो ? 

(10 marks)   

ग) वििोम शब्द लिखो :-  (5×2)=10marks 

1) अमतृ                4)   कोमि   

2)  आदर               5) आदद  

3) आकाश  
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I.Fill in the blanks.     (5×2=10) 

a.Muhammad's flight from Mecca to Medina is called the___________. 

b.The religion founded by Nanak is known as__________. 

c.__________ was an important feast in Jerusalem. 

d.Chandragupta ll was popularly known as_______. 

e.__________was the king of kanauj. 

II.Match the following.   (5×2=10)                   

                  A.                                           B. 

1.God's prophet.                                       a.Tribes. 

2.Guru Granth Sahib.                              b.Second Capital City. 

3.Gurmukhi.                                            c.Sacred book. 

4.Ujjain.                                                   d.script. 

5.Huns.                                                    e.Muhammad. 

III. Name the following: (6×2=12) 

a.. Founder of Christian religion- 

b. The holy book of the Muslims- 

c. The last known Guru of the sikhs- 

d. The book written by Bana Bhatta- 

e. The Deccan king who defeated Harsha in AD 620- 

f. The Chinese Traveller who visited the court of Chandragupta ll - 

iv. Answer the following questions :(7×4=28) 



a.What do you mean by Good Friday? What were Jesus' last words? 

b.Write any four Pillars of Islam. 

c.What did Guru Nanak think about learnings? Where is Golden Temple? 

d.Name any four of the nine Gems that were present in the court of 

Chandragupta ll. 

e.Who was Hiuen Tsang ? What do we know from the book Si-Yu-Ki written by 

him? 

f.State any two things that Fa-hien says about the reign of Chandragupta ll ? 
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A) Name the following :-  (2x5 = 10) 

1) The place which receives the highest rainfall in the world ______ 

2)   Another name for the Manipur is _______ 

3)  A pass connecting Tibet and India _________ 

4) once known as the "Sorrow of Bengal" __________ 

5) A unique form of music in Bengal ___________ 

B) Choose the correct answers :- (1x5 =5) 

1) The _______ plant is found in the Jaintia hills ( garjan/ pitcher) 

2) The _______ dance is held annually near Shillong ( Bamboo/ Norgrem) 

3) An important river of Sikkim is ________ ( Teesta/ Lohit) 

4) A common rock found in the Thar desert is _______ ( sandstone / limestone) 

5) the Western and Eastern coastal plain merge at _____ ( Nilgiri / Kanyakumari) 

C) Match the following :-  (2x5 = 10) 

Ganga - Brahmaputra Delta                   Kaziranga 

Fold mountains                                       Sundarban 

Punjab plains                                           Dance of purulia 

Rhinos                                                       Himalayas 

Chhau                                                        Satluj, Ravi and Beas 

D)    Answer the following questions :-  (35) 

 a) Name the sub-divisions of the plateau region and state their location. (6) 

b) Name a neighbouring country of India each from North East and West direction. (6) 

c) Describe the special games played in Manipur. (4) 

d) Describe two characteristics features of the river Brahmaputra.(4) 

e) Mention two uses of the plateau region.(4) 

f)  State the location and shape of the peninsular plateau.(4) 

g) Name the places of interest in Tripura. (4) 

h) State the length and breadth of India. (3) 
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Q.1) Choose the correct answer . (5×1=5) 
 
     (a) Man-made structures are shown on a map in  
       (i) blue colour  (ii) black colour (iii) red colour . 
    (b) The Earth moves on a fixed path called its 
      (i) axis  (ii) orbit  (iii) mantle  
 
     (c)The highest mountain range of the world , the Himalayas is in  
        (i) Europe  (ii) Asia  (iii) Africa 
 
    (d) Seasons are caused due to  
         (i) rotation (ii) biotic-component (iii) revolution . 
(e) The longest river in the world is 
         (i) Amazon (ii) Mississippi (iii) Nile . 
 
Q.2) Define the following terms .  (5×3=15) 
         (i) Cartographers 
        (ii) Biosphere 
       (iii) Ecosystem 
       (iv) Physical map 
        (v) Axis 
 
Q.3)  Write true or false .     (5×1=5) 
     (i) African plateau is famous for gold mining .( ) 
     (ii) Lakes are always salty .( ) 
    (iii) Deserts are covered with sand dunes.( ) 
    (iv) The plateau is also called a table land.( ) 
     (v) The Great Dividing range is in Asia.( ) 
Q.4) Answer in one word.   (5×2=10) 
 
    (i) How many cardinal directions are there in a map ? 
    (ii) How much time does Earth take to complete one rotation ? 
    (iii) Write the name of the largest and deepest ocean in the world . 
    (iv) How many days are there in a leap year ? 
     (v) What do oceans provide us ? 
 



 Q.5 ) Fill in the blanks . ( 5×1=5) 
 
       (i) ________ maps are based on a particular theme. 
      (ii) Light blue colour on a map indicates __________ . 
      (iii) A series of mountains is called a __________. 
      (iv) Thar Desert is in _______ . 
      (v) _______ is the smallest ocean in the world . 
 
   Q.6) Answer the following .     (5×4=20) 
            
       (i) What is the biggest drawback of studying maps ? 
      (ii) Name the  layers of Atmosphere . 
     (iii) What is alluvium ? 
     (iv) It is night in America when it is day in India ----- Give reason . 
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SUBJECT : GK   FULL MARKS : 30 
 

1) Name The following :                  (6x2=12) 

a. The largest desert of the world. 

b. The deepest ocean in the world. 

c. Capturing the natural beauty. 

d. Singing and dancing around the bonfire. 

e. The longest river in Africa. 

f. Climbing hills or mountains. 

 

2) Match the following :       (6x1=6)  

Deepest lake    Burger 

Mickey Mouse’s world   Red coral 

Insectivorous plant   Lake Baikal 

Driest place    Mickey’s Toontown 

Small animal    Atacama Desert  

Junk food    Venus flytrap 

 

3) Fill in the blanks :                   (6x2=12) 

a) ______________resembles the remote jungles of Africa and Asia. 

b) ______________is the deepest valley in the world. 

c) ______________is a plant but it can move from one place to another. 

d) ______________are bad for our teeth as they cause Cavities. 

e) ______________ is a plant and capture the insects. 

f) ______________ is the most active volcano in Hawaii, USA . 

 

SUBJECT: SPELLING              FULL MARKS: 30 

1) Fill in the blanks:                         (5x2=10) 

a) August always has _________________ days. 

b) ____________usually has twenty-eight days.  

c) My mother's brother is my _______________. 



d) The month between July and September is_____________. 

e) The father of my father is my _____________. 

 2) Make adverbs by adding- 'ly ' to these adjectives:    (4x2=8) 

a) Easy = _____________________ 

b) Sudden = __________________ 

c) Careful = __________________  

d) Steady = ___________________ 

3) Match the following :         (5x1=5) 

don't                  shall not   

we're                 it was 

shan't                do not  

It's                      we are 

'twas                  it is  

4).Write the Rhyming words :         (2x1=2) 

a). Teach= ________________ 

b). Sigh= ________________ 

5) Write the Opposites of the following words:       (2x1=2) 

a). Low= ________________ 

b). Lies = ________________ 

6).Instead of W in  Weather  writes f, h, l.       (3x1=3). 
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1. Write the steps to change the colour of the font?      4 

2. What is  drop down  button?  4 

3. Write the procedure to perform Paste. 4 

4. Describe undo.   5 

5. Describe Redo.  7 

6. Write the  steps to copy?  6 


